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Established and supported by local groups to carry out the functions of a centralized office, Intergroups have provided thousands of desperate alcoholics with their first contact with Alcoholics Anonymous, either over the phone, in
person, or, increasingly, online. With 469 Intergroups/central offices listed with G.S.O. in the U.S/ Canada alone (and
nearly 700 worldwide), A.A. is so easily “searchable” these days that we often forget that, at one time, it played a little
hard to get. Back in the early days, “A.A. wasn’t that easy to find,” wrote one old-timer. “A carefully selected group of
priests, judges and policemen knew about A.A.; our phone number wasn’t listed, and it could be gotten only by dialing
Information.” This was a deliberate attempt to ensure that anyone wanting to get sober was sincere enough to make
a real effort. But gauging the level of someone else’s desire to quit drinking was an often subjective judgment that the
Third Tradition fortunately did away with.
In the very beginning, there was the Central Committee in Cleveland, Ohio, where by October 1939 a group of
seven members convened on a regular basis to coordinate efforts regarding hospitalizations and sponsorship, doing
crucial work at a time when the slip of just one member or the dissolution of just one group seemed to threaten the
very existence of A.A. itself.
What Bill W. called “A.A.’s first organized service center” — the forerunner of today’s intergroup — sprang up
in the Chicago suburb of Evanston. Around 1940, an A.A. member named Sylvia used the proceeds of her monthly
alimony check to rent an apartment and establish a phone line. In 1941, after publication of the Jack Alexander article
about A.A. in the Saturday Evening Post, Sylvia’s apartment began to resemble, according to Bill, “a sort of Chicago
Grand Central,” with so many phone calls that Sylvia had to enlist the aid of Grace Coultice, a nonalcoholic secretary.
Eventually, Sylvia and Grace upgraded to an office in the Loop (only a few blocks from where the current Chicago
Area Service Office now has its offices), where they welcomed, Bill wrote, “a stream of applicants for Twelft h Step
attention, hospitalization, or other help.”
Most early intergroup offices were nowhere near as elaborate as this: they were simply phone lines listed as belonging to A.A. but that were in fact connected to members’ homes. But Sylvia’s office inspired the opening of numerous
early intergroup/central offices all over the Midwest, notably ones in Green Bay, Wisconsin, and Minneapolis, Minnesota.
On the East Coast, New York Inter-Group essentially started when the doors of the 24th Street Clubhouse at 334½
West 24th Street opened in June 1940 and began serving the members of Alcoholics Anonymous in the metropolitan
area. By 1942, the Club, as it was called, began to serve as more than a meeting place and to function as a de facto
central committee for over 20 A.A. groups, with two paid clubhouse secretaries who answered phones and manned
the desk 12 to 14 hours a day. These were some of A.A.’s first “special workers,” as articulated in Tradition Eight, who
were paid to make A.A. Twelft h Step work possible, as opposed to individual A.A. members who, on a voluntary basis,
carry the message as part of their own Twelft h Step efforts. Eventually, in 1946, New York Inter-Group was established, moving away from the clubhouse (it was difficult to carry on the work of intergroup in a social atmosphere that
included an endless poker game and, at one point, a restaurant) to a space on West 75th Street.
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Altamonte
Springs
Willy B - 42
Jack B - 2
Rob M - 1
Matt R - 1
Back 2 Basics
Keith F - 27
Carol - 25
Central Orlando
Marilyn F - 30
Tarre - 28
Bob M - 7
Bo - 6
Cameron K - 3
Ken C - 2
Jen B - 1
College Park
Triangle
Dutch A - 16
Clean Air
Jennifer M -36
Sarah Ann S - 33
Mel J - 31
Ralph C- 28
Elvira B - 27
Cindy O - 22
Kay H - 13
Frank B - 12
Kip M - 1
Dr. Phillips
John H - 37
Mitzi M - 36
Hank W - 33
Sarah-Ann S - 33
Billy C - 23
Judi P - 10

Pierre G - 8
Mark C - 4
Kevin L - 3
Kara E - 3
Jenny M - 3
Steve H - 3
Denny S - 3
John M - 2
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Jim T - 1
Kendal O - 1
Jeﬀ B - 1
Joshua T - 1
Romain E - 1
Roberto M - 1
Terry S - 1
First Things
First
Mark P - 10
John H - 7
Stephen H - 3
Jenny M - 3
Roma D - 1
Julie H - 1
Genevieve H - 1
Greenhouse
Dawn H - 36
Barb M - 4
High Noon
Linda W - 33
Christine C - 29
Steve Z -22
Daniel G - 10
Brandyn S - 7
Kathleen B - 5
Ricky P - 4
Jason K - 3
Jimmy L - 2
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J David - 12
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Carolina T - 19
Jeﬀ R - 11
Eva M - 8
Kevin D - 8
Steve G - 8
Daryl S - 7
Peter T - 7
Ryan L - 7
Cheryl R - 6
Meredith K - 6
David D - 6
Lynn L - 5
Frankie B - 4
Brandon N - 3
Matthew S - 3
John H - 2
Terry Z - 2
Andrew S - 2
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April C - 2
Andy S - 1
Renee - 1
Stacy M - 1
Pine Hills Grace
Michael D - 26
David CG - 13
Anna PS - 8
Rubin G - 8
Stephanie BR - 4
Frank N - 1
South Sanford
Charlene - 34
Bob W - 15
Tammy E = 9
Steve F - 7
Katie S - 7
Jerry L - 6
Lucinda B -1
The Herd
Instinct
Phil E - 14
Mary H - 6
Brian W - 1
Wekiva Basics
Ann P -21
Eileen - 21
Tim M - 13
Kim S - 4
Barb M -4
Carmen - 4
Winter Park
Stacey T - 37
John K - 33
Regan O - 33
Susan T - 32
Dennis S - 31

Jackson M.D. - 30
Alex B - 29
Brian C - 29
Pat W - 26
Randy R - 25
Samir - 23
Barry H - 21
Scarpelli - 21
Rod S - 18
Joel W - 18
Mike A - 18
Kelly M - 16
Dylan O - 14
Jolene - 14
Kay H - 13
Mark ! - 8
Kathy I - 6
Tracy C - 6
David D - 6
Jessie C - 5
Steve B - 5
Ben S - 5
Perry F - 5
Bob Mc - 4
Andrew L - 4
Alec Y - 4
June L - 4
Jennifer K - 4
Cory G - 3
Jesse D - 3
Joan B - 3
Joshua F - 1

By the time of the first General Service Conference in April 1951, at least 16 intergroup/central offices were serving
local groups. Since they predated the formation of the general service structure and performed a different A.A. function, they were not a part of the A.A. structure (except in Chicago, where the area service office and area committee are
essentially one). At times over the years, there has been an overlapping of services, but, for the most part, Intergroups
and general service have come to work in harmony.
Matthew C., office manager of the Ventura County Central Office (VCCO), is the epitome of a contemporary n Intergroup/Central Office: Then and Now Vol. 63, No. 3 / Fall 2017 www.aa.org News and Notes from the General Service
Office of A.A. ® Box_4-5-9_Fall_2017.indd 1 9/12/17 12:20 PM intergroup/central office manager, dealing with all the
rewards and challenges that this entails. The image of A.A. volunteers answering phone calls from suffering alcoholics,
or A.A. members seeking a meeting or information, is still a relatively accurate one. “We rotate shifts of volunteers —
we have at least one in the office at all times, and 60 to 70 willing to have calls forwarded to their homes after hours,”
Matthew says. They get about 500 to 600 calls a month at VCCO, but this is down from previous years because of the
Internet, which has proved, for better or worse, a game-changer for intergroup/ central offices. Since so many people
are bypassing phone calls and going to the VCCO website, the beta test site that Matthew is rolling out is geared heavily
toward newcomers, opening with a banner that reads, “New to A.A.? Have Questions?” and a home page that addresses
the most commonly occurring questions.
Matthew feels that there is a “certain comfort” about being able to explore the answers to questions individuals
may have about their drinking without having to speak to someone, but there is also something that may be lost: “that
one-on-one connection with another person. So, the website does encourage people to call, 24/7.” When they do call,
miracles can occur. Like so many of the intergroup/central office workers, Matthew has war stories. Once, an alcoholic
attempting to detox himself called VCCO, certain that he was having a heart attack. “He was in bad shape,” Matthew
says, “and after a long conversation we convinced him to call EMS and get to an emergency room.” Several years later,
that same alcoholic — sober now — walked into the office and thanked them.
In Chicago, office manager Katie M. describes a very successful web presence for the Chicago Area Service Office
(CASO). The website averages over 100,000 visits per month, and, out of these, roughly 26 percent are coming to the site
for the first time.
Katie describes CASO as “an anchor” for the greater Chicago area and Cook County. “We have a bookstore, and all
of our standing committees — like corrections, H&I, Grapevine, etc. — meet here in the evening, and other districts
come down here to participate, so we connect people to the service structure.”
CASO does receive roughly 700 phone calls a month, Katie adds, but she senses that they are somewhat different from the intergroup calls of the past. “The majority of the calls are not necessarily people wanting to go to a first
meeting, or to talk about their drinking problems. We get calls from social workers, for instance, who are trying to help
alcoholics connect with a meeting, often a bridging-the-gap kind of thing.”
Like many intergroup/central office managers, Katie is concerned about the finances of the office. Like all Intergroups, CASO acts as a clearinghouse for information about local groups and meetings and is directly responsible to
the groups it serves. In turn, these groups provide volunteers for Twelfth Step work (i.e., answering the phones), supervise office policies and procedures via their intergroup reps, and offer financial support. CASO has a strong prudent
reserve, but Katie is always looking for measures to cut costs, particularly since contributions from the groups have
been declining. “Only 23 percent of the groups support the office,” Katie says, “and individual contributions [which can
be up to $3,000 annually] make up only 5 to 10 percent.” And e-commerce affects the way they can do business. “People
can get the Big Book cheaper and faster from non-A.A. online stores than they can coming down here to the bookstore
and purchasing it from us.” One answer to this problem is outreach to the groups. Katie M. sends out an appeal letter
every November, and intergroup reps discuss the need for financing at every area assembly. Pauline D., office manager
of the Northern Virginia Intergroup (NVI), agrees on how crucial outreach is: “We had a terrible year a couple of years
ago,” she says. So, we did a major outreach, letting people know just how intergroup works and how it is financed. We
asked all of our intergroup reps to bring word back to their groups that intergroup needed their help. We really pushed
Birthday Plans in November. And we had the intergroup chair visit each of the 14 districts we serve and talk about our
mission. And that seemed to work very well for us.” (Pauline and NVI are hosting the 32nd Annual Intergroup/Central Office/AAWS/AAGV Seminar, October 6-8 this year. This annual seminar provides a forum for the exchange of
ideas and shared experience for those on A.A.’s front line. Attendees are intergroup central office managers, G.S.O. and
Grapevine staff, and members of the A.A.W.S. and Grapevine Boards.)
Jennifer R., office manager of Miami-Dade Intergroup — an office with a long history, dating back to the 1940s — has
seen the number of groups in the area decline. Phone calls to the hotline average only two or three a day, perhaps as a
result of the website or the Meeting Finder app that many people use today. With so many groups closed and others
3
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District 10 Presents:

Corrections Workshop

When: Saturday, October 7th, 2017
Where: Christ Unity Church
771 Holden Ave, Orlando, FL 32839
Come find out how to get involved with
corrections for men and women at our local
jails. Bring a grapevine for donation and get
entered into a drawing!
Featuring a panel with Marlo, Sheila, and
Robert
Door opens & Finger Foods 11:30am
Workshop 12pm-2pm
Free! Everyone is welcome! Please join us!

Something for Everyone
North Florida Area Conference
Area 14 Assembly
October 20-21-22, 2017
Help us do our Area Inventory
Hear the South Florida Area 15
Delegate tell her story
Help us elect an Archivist for 2018-2019
AND get your very own copy of the
2017 General Service Conference Report
Workshops:
Archives
Workshops - Fellowship
Accessibilities
Cooperation with
Saturday - 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Professional Community
Corrections
Grapevine
Friday - 8:00 PM Discussion Meeting
Saturday - 8:00 PM Speaker Meeting
Intergroup
Sunday - 9:00 AM Business Meeting
Literature
Public Information
Treatment
Traditions / Las Tradiciones
Concepts / Conceptos
Also: “IT” in a Nutshell
Service Manual / Manual de Servicio
Trudge the path to an
informed vote.

MAITLAND BEGINNERS 54TH
ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 14, 2017
FELLOWSHIP & FOOD
6:00PM – DINNER
8:00PM – SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER
50/50 RAFFLE
PLEASE BRING A SIDE DISH OR DESSERT TO SHARE

Make reservation by 9/19/2017
Wyndham Garden Gainesville
2900 S W 13th St
Gainesville FL 32608
352-377-4000

ASBURY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
220 WEST HORATIO AVENUE
MAITLAND, FL 32751

Got Questions - get them
answered here.

aanorthflorida.org
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OPEN MEETING – ALL ARE WELCOME!
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE…BRING A FRIEND

facing increased rent, contributions to Miami-Dade Intergroup are down. Both Jennifer and another employee are parttime; despite this, they are incredibly productive, producing and distributing meeting directories, managing the website,
selling A.A. Conference approved literature, providing service materials, preparing a monthly newsletter, and making sure
the phones are answered 24/7 by A.A. volunteers. Jennifer speaks Spanish, and one of her many jobs is cooperation with
the Spanish-speaking Intergroups, which do not have a separate office, but pass the phone from one group to another, one
month at a time.
Young people coming into A.A. need to be educated about intergroup, Jennifer says, and need to learn to volunteer.
An A.A. without intergroup would not be A.A., really. “If we are not here, if someone calls for help and there is no one to
pick up the phone, then A.A. has failed them.” Coco T., executive secretary of New York Inter-Group (NYIG), agrees that
a thriving intergroup is incredibly important to the A.A. community it serves — in the case of NYIG, a community that
includes 1,438 active groups registered with the NYIG office and 3,642 meetings in the meeting book. It’s no wonder that
NYIG’s Seventh Avenue offices are open 365 days a year from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., with phone volunteers available from 9
a.m. to 2 a.m. “We don’t miss any opportunity to share our experience, strength and hope with other alcoholics,” Coco
says, especially since the web has changed the intergroup paradigm. Up until August 2016, when their new A.A. meeting
finder appeared on the website, NYIG averaged 4,500 to 4,800 calls a month. At that point, the calls were almost immediately reduced to 3,000 to 3,200 per month. It’s a mixed blessing, of course. More and more people are able to find meetings
quickly and efficiently, but, says Coco, the loss of 20 to 30 phone calls a day “is physically very noticeable. When alcoholics
actually call on the phone for help, they get the benefit of the A.A. volunteer who may have been taking phone calls for
five years and can really connect with another alcoholic. Now we get hundreds of emails asking us to make contact with a
person about their drinking. It’s a challenge to answer these, and also removes the value of that one-to-one connection, the
immediate Twelfth Step element.”
To provide human connection, Coco helps ensure that the NYIG office is a welcoming place. “There’s a library and an
archives area where people can and do come from all over for a cup of coffee and to read a book and look at some historic
items. You can check out a book if you want. No one is ever turned away. Even in an electronic age, we are committed to
providing hard copies of every flyer we produce — not everyone, particularly homeless people, has access to the Internet.”
And the connection benefits not just the alcoholics reaching out to NYIG, but those 635 to 700 alcoholics with over one
year of continuous sobriety who volunteer there. “You can’t stop these volunteers,” Coco says. “Even if there’s six feet of
snow outside, they’ll be here.” She tells the story of one 90-year-old volunteer — a physician who knew Bill W., and used to
talk about how he had tried, unsuccessfully, to get Bill to stop smoking — who came in once a week, year after year, even
as his health failed, showing up dressed in a suit and tie. “He was a man of elegance and grace,” Coco says. “He used to tell
his wife, ‘I have to go help people.’ His life’s work was to carry the message.”
The Area 87 Central Service Office in Montréal, Québec (which is hosting the 2018 Intergroup/Central Office/AAWS/
AAGV Seminar), carries the message to both English- and French-speaking alcoholics. According to executive assistant
Ginette W., their help line receives roughly 500 to 600 English language calls monthly, with perhaps three times that many
in French. “We are officially bilingual, but we also have a Spanish-speaking presence,” Ginette adds. “There are about 12
Spanish-speaking groups locally that have their own intergroup, but we host them at our office and make literature available in Spanish.”
Like most intergroup/central offices, some of the phone calls the Area 87 Central Service Office receives are from
alcoholics who are lonely and simply want to talk, which can be a drain on resources. “We never cut these calls off,” says
Ginette, “but we work to direct these people to meetings, where real, face-to-face recovery can begin. We also have a group
of volunteers who are willing to talk on the phone from their homes, which frees up our other workers.”
Replenishing the pool of volunteers is a constant concern. “We have to keep reminding groups that things don’t happen
by magic in A.A.: there is hard work in carrying the message. Our area’s 27 districts have 550 groups, and we reach out to
all of them via our newsletter and through intergroup reps going to meetings. We also make a point of educating groups
about why we need money, not how much. We need to pay for literature, for phones, for the website. The A.A. message

of recovery is free; for intergroup to pass it on costs money.”

Area 87 Central Service Office has a brand new website that features a special portal dedicated to newcomers. Ginette
puts it simply: “We need to be where the people are. And, these days, people are on their computers and smartphones. So
that is where intergroup has to go.”
Many of those who have never had occasion to call intergroup (or who look up meetings on websites in strange towns
without quite thinking of who is maintaining that website) wonder why they should support intergroup/central office with
their financial donations. While cooperating closely with G.S.O. and local general service district and area committees,
(Cont’d pg. 7)
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New Meeting
Audubon Park 7 pm: CD
Babysitting Available
Audubon Covenant Church
3129 Chelsea St., Orlando 32803
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it is not unusual for intergroup/central offices to seem apart from the general service structure. However, as noted in
The A.A. Service Manual (page S42), “Many areas find that a liaison between the intergroup/central office and the area
committee is very helpful in maintaining good relations and communication. In some areas the liaison has a vote at the
assembly; in others, a voice but no vote.” And further, the General Service Office publishes Guidelines and other service material that share the accumulated experience of Intergroups and central offices in the United States/ Canada and
worldwide. These define an intergroup as “an A.A. service office that involves partnership among groups in a community
— just as A.A. groups themselves are partnerships of individuals. It is established to carry out functions which are best
handled by a centralized office.... It exists to aid the groups in their common purpose of carrying the Alcoholics Anonymous message to the alcoholic who still suffers.”
According to Coco T., the NYIG office pays $10,000 a month in rent alone — a relatively modest fee, considering
Manhattan real estate prices, but not a stroll in the park either. When asked what the future might hold for Intergroups,
she replies, “We answer to the Fellowship; we are responsible to the groups. Ultimately, our future depends on them. I
owe my life to Alcoholics Anonymous, and I would hope intergroup is always there.”
As Matthew C. at VCCO sees it, the idea of intergroup is the idea of A.A. itself: “A suffering alcoholic talks to someone
who is feeling the way they are feeling, who understands and has been through the humiliation they have experienced,
who helps them know that they are not alone after all.”

AUGUST 2017 CONTRIBUTIONS:
Actions of Recovery
Apopka Big Book
Back to Basics
Central Orlando
Decisions
First Things First
Happy Hour
High Noon
Live Oaks
Made A Beginning
Maitland Beginners
New Life - Chuluota
OMAGOD
Pass It On
Seagulls
The Hope Group
Upper Room
Winter Park
Women in Recovery
TOTAL GROUP
CONTRIBUTIONS:
Anonymous Anniversary
Anonymous
TOTAL INDIVIDUAL
CONTRIBUTIONS:
TOTAL MONTHLY
CONTRIBUTIONS

Intergroup Abbreviated Profit & Loss Statement

$110.00
$80.00
$50.00
$135.24
$200.00
$125.00
$25.00
$109.43
$100.00
$55.14
$140.00
$100.00
$414.91
$167.07
$175.00
$108.15
$100.00
$300.00
$35.00
$2,529.94
$19.00
$100.00
$119.00
$2,648.94
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Jan-Aug
Actual
Gross Revenue

Jan-Aug
Budget

$ Over/
Under

$ 69,330

$ 76,160

($ 6,830)

Cost of Goods Sold

25,799

28,000

( 2,201)

Gross Profit

43,531

48,160

( 4,629)

Total Expense

50,897

57,975

( 7,078)

Net Ordinary Income

(7,366)

(9,815)

2,449

Net Fundraising/
Activities

12,567

7,800

4,767

Net Income

$ (5,867) $

(1,315)

$

7,182

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

8
** Fr. Martin &
Dinner,
Casselberry

9

10
District 18
6:30 pm
Longwood

11

12

13

15
** Happy Hour
Picnic,
Longwood

16
District 11
7:00 pm
Orlando

17

18
Service
Committee,
6:30 pm CFI

19

20
** N FL Area
Conference
Gainesville

7
** Corrections
Workshop,
Orlando
14
** Maitland
Beginners’
Anniversary,
Maitland
21
** N FL Area
Conference
Gainesville

22
** N FL Area
Conference
Gainesville

23

24
District 9
6:30 pm
Orlando

25

26

27

29
Delegates
Meeting
11:30 am
Orlando

30
District 10
6:30 pm
Winter Park

31

28
** Halloween
Dance
Casselberry

** indicates details of the event are in the newsletter announcement pages.

Save the Date
*Central Florida Intergroup Gratitude Banquet
Orlando, Nov. 11th
* South Sanford “HolidAAy” Alcothon, Noon,
Dec. 24th - Midnight, Dec. 25th

Dist. 9 meets at 6:30 p.m. on the 4th Tuesday at Crossroads
Group, 5205 S. Orange Ave, Ste. 204, Orlando
Dist.10 meets at 6:30 p.m. the last Monday at the Winter Park
Group, 5407 Lake Howell Rd., Winter Park
Dist.11 meets at 7:00 p.m. the 3rd Monday at East Side Club,
2017 N Golden Rd., Orlando
Dist.18 meets at 6:30 p.m. the 2nd Tuesday at St. Stephen’s
Lutheran Church, 2140 W. S.R. 434, Longwood
Delegates meet at 11:30 a.m. the last Sunday at Central, 310 E.
Colonial Dr., Orlando
Service Committee meets at 6:30 p.m. at Intergroup on the
Wednesday 10 days before the Delegates’ meeting.

24 Hour Hotline (407) 260-5408
I am responsible. When anyone, anywhere reaches out for help, I want the hand of AA always
to be there. And for that I am responsible!

